Integrated Standards PreparationTM Solutions

INTRODUCING STAAR MASTER® FASTER!
Get STAAR® ready in just 25 days
STAAR MASTER® FASTER is an accelerated learning program that implements targeted,
differentiated support to close student learning gaps. The program supports both teacherfacilitated intervention and self-paced learning. The tools in this intervention plan focus on the
skills that will help students master the material at their grade level and equip them with the
foundational knowledge needed to meet the rigor of highly tested grade-level standards.
Challenges for Educators Addressed
This school year has been extremely challenging for educators, and creating a test-prep or
remediation plan should not be something they need to worry about. The STAAR MASTER®
FASTER program provides support in the following areas:
Ø Lack of Time: Planning authentic remediation and reinforcement is time consuming and
stressful. Teachers can simply implement and execute STAAR MASTER® FASTER as all
necessary components are embedded.
Ø Easy-to-Follow Plan: STAAR MASTER® FASTER offers an easy-to-follow schedule that
follows the same routine for each genre or skill cluster. Ongoing formative assessment is
incorporated.
Ø Substitute and Teacher Shortage: The brain work is done. STAAR MASTER® FASTER can
be given to a tutor, co-teacher, parent volunteer, etc., for easy implementation.
STAAR MASTER® FASTER Accelerated Learning Guide for Reading
Designed to support the diverse needs of the classroom, each learning lap begins with an
anchor text from the Companion Work Text to establish the focus. Students who need
intervention will continue to work through this text, while students who demonstrate
proficiency will reinforce their strengths within the genre through additional practice in the
Student Practice Book. In this guide, you will find—
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Genre-based learning laps and flexible spiraled review days
Opportunities for differentiated practice with recursive and genre-specific TEKS
Ongoing formative assessment through whole group discussion and guiding questions
Genre Crosswalk, Master Correlation Chart, Passage Summaries, Accelerated Learning
Reading Learning Lap Sequence, Accelerated Learning Reading Planning Form,
Reference Guide for Differentiated Instruction, and a list of Eligible TEKS
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STAAR MASTER® FASTER Accelerated Learning Guide for Math
Designed to support the diverse needs of the classroom and progress through the Reporting
Categories, the plan allows teachers to offer targeted intervention with the Companion Work
Text, while students who have demonstrated proficiency will reinforce their strengths through
additional practice in the Student Practice Book. In this guide, you will find—
Ø A recommended 25-day schedule, divided into clusters of related skills
Ø A familiar approach to target the thinking needed to meet the demands of each
Reporting Category
Ø Guidance for using the Lesson Features in the Companion Work Texts
Ø Content Map, Reference Guides for Differentiated Instruction, Accelerated Learning
Math Lesson Plans, Accelerated Learning Math Planning Forms, Activities Overview, and
a list of Eligible TEKS

Product Pairing
STAAR MASTER® FASTER can be used in conjunction with STAAR MASTER® Practice Tests.
Practice Tests can be used to gather data to determine which students need intervention and
which students will benefit from ongoing practice to reinforce strengths. Using a Practice Test
before and after progressing through the program can help teachers monitor student progress.
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